What an apparat which generates imagination of (outer) space deals with theatre?
Much if you grasp theatre space or theatre
as dispositive which shapes public subjects,
and reflects social realities.
Much more if you include the influence of
digital audio-visual apparats on theatrical
productions.
Even much more if you indentify the apparats modus by words of Nelson Goodman
with ways of worldmaking.
So what?
Astonishing, that the space apparatuses
didn‘t come from the theatre to the orbit.
Interrogation of online search engines moreover ends up with satellites of only russian provenance.
The term apparat inheres something antiquated, not being really up-to-date with
technique or technology.
At the same time it seems suitable for reflection of space thinking at the historical
Bauhaus stage workshop not to miss refreshment in the contemporary context
of stage, performance, interfacing and Installation as expanded cultural machine for
producing publics...

From April 23 until 28, the initiative “Theatre house Weimar” organizes together with “German national theatre Weimar” and the “Bauhaus University” a workshop titled „space apparatuses -working out
Bauhaus stage“. In preparation of the BAUHAUS-YEAR 2009 (on occasion of then 90th anniversary of the Bauhaus-school in Weimar),
this workshop invites media designers, artists and stage designers.
The 5-day work-space situation aims for collecting sketches, texts,
reflections, drafts, contributions of most diverse medial condition,
from spatial design to space producing apparatuses in theatre
contexts. A material book will be produced in collaboration with
“Bauhaus University’s” publisher. Every day during the workshop we
invite guests to public meetings, which supply their input to the idea
of “Bauhaus-Bühne” (“Bauhaus stage”) and contemporary theatre
practice.
Starting point is the occupation with the stage workshop at the
Bauhaus-school in Weimar in the years 1919 to 1925, particularly under the influence of the artists Oskar Schlemmer and László Moholy
Nagy. For the painter Paul Klee, the stage stood in the centre of the
Bauhaus-idea, beside the building structure (architecture).
„The adequate call of today“, László Moholy Nagy meant in his
manifest-like text „Mechanical eccentricity“ (1925), is „ a genuine organization of form and movement, to be matched as an equivalent
to the acoustic and optical (electrical) phenomena feasible today.[..]
This implies the end of the playwright and his literature“ More than
space or stage design this seems to touch the ideas of space creation
with producing constellations, machines and bodies. The possibilities
of digital virtuality have to be added, too.

„For a long time, the theatre without subject was identified with the mechanic, automatic,
the rigid functioning. At the latest since Deleuze and Guattari were rethinking the machine as creative and constitutive structure, the relationship of conception and production
became interesting again“ (H. Schmidgen) The nowadays ubiquitousness of technologies
and functionality overmore provokes corresponding artistic concepts like dysfunction,
error and failure.
The examination of on the one hand conventional on the other hand visionary theatre apparatuses, which may create spaces, treat spaces, be spaces themselves will become artistic
practice as a result of the workshop. Thus, our meeting shall take a historical perspective,
but will mainly provide a platform for experiments and presents current positions of
artists and theorists.
The meetings will partly be in German and in English language.
Location of the workshop is a large old building apartment, with a salon for the public
events and various workrooms. An Internet connection will be available. Beside common
activities, like presentations of all participants and guests, meals, discussions etc. there is
time to individual working. A garden area is likewise available.
The costs for travel and accommodation of the 10-15 participants of the workshop will be
paid by the organizer.
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At www.raumapparate.de, a meeting program, link list, research material and organizational information will be online shortly.
Applications for a participation in the workshop are, with
a short idea sketch, to be addressed until March 20th by
email to to Kathrin Schäfer or Janek Mueller:
raumapparate@web.de
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